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Julius Collins: I would like to call this conference to order. And as you know, my name is Julius Collins, 

chairman of the Council. Thank you again for taking time off for your Chstmas holidays to attend this conference 

or meeting. I believe this is the first time we have ever had a full Council on telephone. It might be history being 

made here. Today is December 22, 1994 and as the roll call has been completed, I assume everyone has an agenda. 
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If anyone doesn't have an agenda, please state so now. Everybody's got an agenda? If you do, then I would like 

to add one thing to the agenda. 

Julius Collins: I would like to add one thing on our number IV is the report of Congressman Peter Deutsch, he 

will have a Mr. Mark Brown and Miss Libby Mullin also to give testimony. And with that addition, if there is 

anybody else that wants to put anything on this agenda, please say so now. 

Roy Williams: Julius, this is Roy. I missed. I couldn't hear you very well. Would you say it again, what you're 

adding to number IV. 

Julius Collins: Adding under number IV the public testimony at the request of Congressman Peter Deutsch. 

Roy Williams: Deutsch? 

I 

Julius Collins: Mr. Mark Brown and Miss Libby Mullin will testify. (Okay.) And they'll be first. Add the 

changes to your agenda. 

Corky Perret: I have a question. 

Julius Collins: Yes, Corky. 

Corky Perret: What kind of public notice was given to mackerel fisherman in the other ports so that they, if they 

wish, would have an opportunity to testify? 

(Difficult to understand response.) 



Wayne Swingle: Okay, we gave none outside the state of Florida because this only involves the handline quota 

for the eastern zone which begins at the FloridaIAlabama line, so we got Panama City, the Tampalst. Pete area and 

the Keys hooked into this call and all the news releases went out in all of those areas. 

Corky Perret: Well, am I mistaken? It did not allege that one of the problems is because supposedly Louisiana 

Fishermen moved over and fished, and I've had calls. They're still interested in catching more fish, but they hadn't 

been advised of this. 

Wayne Swingle: I have no idea. I did talk to some of the fishermen in the Panama City area that fished, but I 

don't think any of them attending that public hearing were Louisiana fisherman. 

Corky Perret: Well, the point is that Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama fishermen had no opportunity 

to know about this. 

Andy Kemmerer: Can I jump in? This is Andy Kemmerer. We have had a number of calls from Louisiana 

fishermen and we've had some faxes that we've shared with the Council from Louisiana fishermen, so I'm not sure 

how they were notified, but certainly they're aware of it, at least some of them were. 

Julius Collins: Did that answer your question, Corky? 

Corky Perret: Not really. Not satisfactorily, but. . . 

Julius Collins: All right. Now if anybody has additions to this agenda, does anybody has any objections to 

adopting this agenda? 

Andy Kemmerer: Would you go through the agenda, Julius? This is Andy Kemmerer. I don't have it. If you 



would just read through it, I would appreciate it. 

Julius Collins: All right. Our item I11 is a statement of problem and possible actions by NMFS, Dr. Kemmerer, 

and then item number IV, public testimony and first will be the congressman's staff, and then Florida Keys we'll 

have a John Sanchez as coordinator for public testimony there. Then St. Petersburg and Tampa area which is your 

office and we have Joe Kimmel as coordinator. Then we have public testimony at Panama City area, and Douglas 

de Vries will coordinate there. And then V, Council discussion and actions. That's where we'll take action on this 

and then VI, other business. 

Andy Kemmerer: Julius, this is Andy Kemmerer again. I just got the agenda. The one addition: we should have 

Dr. Joe Powers on the phone who will comment as well under the statement of problem. 

Joe Powers: I'm here. 

Julius Collins: Andy, you can call on him any time during your testimony or during your statement on the 

problem. 

Andy Kemmerer: Is that okay? 

Joe Power: Fine. 

Julius Collins: This agenda is adopted and we'll move down to number 111, statement of the problem and actions, 

and that's you, Andy. 

Corky Perret: Could I ask a question now of Andy. 



Corky Perret: Do we have an attorney on the line because I have some questions that are going to need a legal 
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answer? 

Andy Kemmerer: Yes, we do. E.V.E. Joy is on the line. 

Corky Perret: Thank you. 

Andy Kemmerer: Do you want me to go ahead, Mr. Chairman? (Yes, sir.) Briefly, if I can, just simply provide 

some numbers, I think that may help to define the problem a little simpler and a little easier, because this is a 

complex fishery. 

I think, as most people know, that we closed the king mackerel fishery in the Eastern Gulf of Mexico, Monday 

night. To review, and again I'm rounding off, 1.6 million pounds are allocated to the Eastern Gulf of Mexico. 

That is split between the western coast of Florida and the eastern coast of Florida 50150 are roughly 800,000 pounds 

for each coast. The western, and that's the concern, the western coast of the west coast of Florida, that was further 

subdivided this last year on a 50150 basis, with 400,000 pounds for the hook and line fishermen and 400,000 for 

the net boat fishermen. 

Traditionally, that fishery for the hook-and-line and the net boat fishermen have primarily occurred in the Keys. 

This year, due to warm weather and accumulation of fishing boats (about 20) that quota for the hook-and-line fishery 

was taken in its entirety before the fish had a chance to get down to the Keys to the traditional fishery. 

There is roughly something on the average, of around 12 boats, something of that nature that has fished in the 

Northern Gulf and about 100 boats of fish off the Keys. So the situation exists right now that the net boat allocation 

is still available for the net fishermen working out of the Keys. The hook-and-line allocation though has been totally 

been taken. That fishery was closed Monday. And that is the problem and the concern of a number of fishermen, 



and that is what prompted this telephone call. 

The options that we have are: one is obviously do nothing, status quo, and the other option is to implement an 

emergency rule of some sort. That emergency rule could allocate an additional amount of king mackerel to the 

hook-and-line fishery. I have heard the industry is suggesting 300,000 pounds for an additional allocation. That 

could be any place from one fish to 300,000 pounds. 

A third option is to reallocate from the other fisheries quotas, either from the East Coast or the net boat fisheries. 

You really have those kind of options. But I'd like to ask Dr. Powers for his view. They've been looking at the 

impact of something as hlgh as 300,000 pounds additional quota on the resource, and also anything that may have 

come out of the just recently completed Spawning Potential Ratio Workshop that was held in Miami, and I think 

it just ended yesterday, so if I can recognize Joe Powers. Go ahead Joe. 

Joe Powers: Okay. What I was operating on was under the assumption that perhaps you'd want to add an 

additional 300,000 pounds. And given that everybody else's allocation was met, and then instead of being a TAC 

of 7.8 million pounds, this would be 8.1 million pounds. And basically, if you remember when you chose the TAC 

from those probability distributions, and you picked the 7.8 TAC, there was a fairly high probability that you 

wouldn't reach the restoration target. The probability, if it was 8.1 million pounds, is reduced to approximately 

21.7 percent, but that's still within that range of ABC that the Council has chosen. So from the standpoint of that 

original guideline for picking ABC, an 8.1 million pounds would have just a marginal affect and would still be 

within those guidelines. 

Also what Andy is eluding to that meeting that we had over the last couple of days to review the definitions of 

overfishing, my expectation is what we'll do for the Gulf king mackerel is keep the same target that we've been 

using, so the ABCs will be about the same, but the definition of overfishing instead of being at the 30 percent SPR 



level will be at the 20 percent level, so that while the ABCs may be the same, this would result in the fishery being 

classified as not overfished under this particular case. This recommendation is still under review. 

Additionally, from a scientific statistical stand point, adding 300,000 pounds, we wouldn't be able to detect it very 

easily within the general stock and definitely under framework procedure, so we're really talking about marginal 

affects. That's all I have. 

Andy Kemmerer: Okay, thanks, gentlemen. This is Andy Kernmerer again. There has been a number of data 

summaries that people have had faxed to them. I think for the most part, those are self-explanatory. I think I like 

Wayne's in particular because it simplifies the situation quite well, and it shows that out of that roughly 400,000 - 

432,000 pounds that has been caught by the hook-and-line fishermen in that western coast of Florida that 

traditionally about 100,000 -- or at least over the last 3 years -- about 100,000 pounds has been caught north of the 

Keys and 300,000 has been caught in the Keys. So really I think, from the stand point of looking at the impact of 

the closure, what we've done is eliminate the potential of about 300,000 pounds being taken in the Keys. 

In brief, that's it. I certainly will answer any questions that people have. 

Julius Collins: Andy, I'll start off, has that ever happened that we have reallocated some catch to certain entities 

when the quota was filled. Didn't that happen once before? 

Man: Years ago, it happened where we allocated 259,000 pounds to the east coast of Florida because the fish were 

taken virtually in their entirety before they were available in that area. 

Julius Collins: All right. Thank you. Anyone need to ask Andy some questions now? 

Corky Perret: Yes, I've got several. 



Julius Collins: Go ahead, Corky. 

Corky Perret: As I understand it, the upper range ABC is 8.1. We set TAC, I think at 7.8. If we go with this 

300,000, we're at the maximum of the ABC range. Is that correct? 

Andy Kemmerer: I believe that's correct. Joe, is that correct? 

Joe Powers: I believe so. 

Corky Perret: Okay. Second, when did that king mackerel East Zone hook-and-line fishery open? 

Andy Kemmerer: It opened July 1st. 

Corky Perret: July 1st and this is towards the end of December and we shut it down Monday and we're at a last 

minute conference call. Somebody had to know this was happening and why weren't we advised earlier so we could 

handle it in what I think would have been a better manner. 

Andy Kemmerer: A number of reasons, Corky. That fishery doesn't really begin until the fall. The state collects 

the data, we get the data from the state, and so forth. But basically, that fishery occurs in October, November and 

December, and so it's a late fishery. 

Corky Perret: Well, we had to know something by the end of November. I mean, here it closed Monday, and 

all of a sudden everybody's scurrying to try to figure out how to do this thing. Anyway, I just think it's a poor 

way to do business. 

Andy Kemmerer: I think you have to look at figures and understand we're moving into the area. What happened, 



a traditional fishery that consists of relatively few boats build up rather rapidly and much more rapidly than anybody 

anticipated and the assumption was that those fish would move down and they simply did not move down. 

Julius Collins: Anybody else needs to ask questions? 

Corky Perret: I'm still asking please. Is it true that there were a number of boats from the western gulf that 

participated in this fishery? 

Andy Kemmerer: I can't comment on that. I don't know. I think that's probably true, but I don't know where 

those quotes came from, Corky. I know that the fishery intended to be just a few boats and it built up to around 

20 boats rather rapidly in November or during that period. 

Corky Perret: So the next obvious question is if boats are able to move from the central zone to the Florida 

Panhandle, which to me is further than moving from the Keys to the Panhandle, why didn't the Keys fishermen 

move to the Panhandle? 

Andy Kemmerer: I think that's a question you'll probably want to ask John Sanchez and his group of fishermen 

when they provide public testiniony. 

Philip Horn: Are you through, Corky? 

Corky Perret: I guess so. 

Philip Horn: Andy, has there been any comments or questions from the fishermen in the Tampa area? In our last 

meeting when we set TAC we were addressed by, I believe, it was Mark Taylor asking for an allocation in the 

future for their fishermen in the Tampa area. Now what are we going to do when they come to us and ask this 



question, "Why didn't you all do something for us if you're going to do it for someone else now?" 

Andy Kemmerer: I think you're asking me a question that the Council needs to respond to in its entirety. I don't 

believe we've had any comments from Mark Taylor have we? By the way, we've got our one public participant, 

Tom Murray, and he's not heard anything and I don't think anyone else here has heard from those fishermen.. 

Philip Horn: Well I know that we got that comment from them. 

Andy Kemmerer: I understand. I remember the comment. 

Philip Horn: That was the second time I believe they've been before the Council asking for an allocation for their 

area. I bring this up just trying to elude to what Corky was saying that we are managing people and not fish again, 

and this is micro-management, and every time we do that, we get our behind in a crack. 

Andy Kemmerer: You're absolutely right. 

Hal Osburn: Mr. Chairman. . . 

Julius Collins: Yes. Who is this? 

Hal Osburn: This is Hal. 

Julius Collins: Go ahead. 

Hal Osburn: In kind of response of what Philip Horn is saying, I think part of the whole Council response to this 

may be to ask the question, just when do you stop suballocating to every group and every historical gear, every area 
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that wants its share? It seems like when you stop is when you finally get to an individual transferrable quota. I'd 

like to know if we're going to see any more movement from the fishermen, and we can certainly ask this during 

their public testimony, toward establishing some sort of limited entry so that we don't play these sub allocation 

games for everybody that missed out on this year's pot of fish. It seems like that's where we need to go with this 

problem. 

~ d i u s  Collins: Anyone else? 

Roy Williams: Mr. Chairman. . . 

Julius Collins: Roy Williams first. 

Roy Williams: Mr. Chairman, a couple of things. One is, I agree with Hal on ITQs and would certainly support 

as committee chairman further discussion of this as soon as we can get the committee together to discuss it. I have 

a question, however, for Joe Powers if he's still on the line. If I understood it, you said that that SPR committee 

is recommending that 20 % be the definition of overfishing. Presently, we use 30 %. Is that correct, Joe? 

Joe Powers: There was interpretation about what we presently do because presently we are operating on a target 

of 30 percent SPR, and I think you're right, that has been good as a target. And what we're saying is the target 

will be the same 30 percent, but the overfishing threshold will probably be relaxed to 20 percent. That's the 

recommendation of the group. 

Roy Williams: Okay. In follow up to that then, if we look at the stock assessment that was reviewed by the full 

stock assessment committee, calculated SPR at that point had increased, and I believe had increased from 7 or 8 

percent in the mid '80s to about 19 percent I think now. And if you look at the last analysis that you did after 

review by the full stock assessment committee, it looks like it might get around 25 percent. The increase was from 



down around less than 10 percent to over 25 percent. Is that correct? 

Joe Powers: Yes, that's correct. I'm looking at the two figures. 

Roy Williams: Okay. Thank you. 

Julius Collins: Karl. 

Karl Lessard: Julius, I had an answer for Doug, Phil, and Hal's question on this, and I don't know if this is the 

proper time to bring it up or to have Council discussion at a later date. 

Julius Collins: Karl, let's put this on the agenda of the March meeting which will be held in New Orleans. I plan 

to have this Mackerel business put on the agenda so we can discuss it then. Why don't you say what you want to 

say. 

Karl Lessard: Okay. I was going to say in that report on Social Activities Associated with the Commercial 

Fishing Industry in Monroe County by Dr. Chuck Adams of Florida Sea Grant and the Cooperative Extension 

Service, he stated that historically, Monroe County has generated approximately 20 to 25 percent of Florida's 

dockside value for commercial fishery products. And then in Fishery Trends in Monroe County, Florida, by Dr. 

James Bohnsack, Harper and McMillan, he states that non-reef fish account for 42 percent of the commercially 

landed fish of which the most important species are Spanish mackerel and king mackerel. Kingfish has been number 

six in value for Monroe County, and they also produce, historically, 20 percent of the total harvest for the state, 

and that's why I think it's such an important issue, because the social economic factors here are a little different 

than every other county in the state of Florida. 

Julius Collins: .Thank you very much. Anybody else have any question or comment? 



Roy Williams: One comment. It would be to Phil's question. The difference between Mark Taylor's situation 

in Tampa versus this situation is that Mark Taylor would like to get back into a net fishery that they have not been 

into since probably the early or mid 1970s. And their problem now is that the quota is all captured in Monroe 

County before any of it ever gets up to the Tampa area. They never have access to the fish and haven't had access 

to the fish for at least 15 years, maybe 20 years. And they are seeing increases in king mackerel in the Tampa area 

and they would like to be able to harvest them. And I think what Mark had talked to me about was somehow 

providing for some late season harvest for the Tampa area so that they can get back into this fishery that they 

haven't been in for a long time. 

Julius Collins: Thanks Roy, that explains the situation. We'll move along now, we're down to public testimony. 

Karl Lessard: Let me just comment on that. I think Roy covered that well, but also Mark Taylor's -- that would 

be a net fishery so that would come out of the net allocation and not hook-and-line. 

Julius Collins: All right. Now to public testimony. Like I said, first Mr. Brown and Ms. Mullin. Are you people 

ready? 

Mark Brown: Yes, we're here on the line. 

Julius Collins: Go ahead and present your testimony please. 

Mark Brown: Mr. Chairman and members of the Council, we would like to thank you for the opportunity to 

participate in your electronic meeting here. As you may be aware, Congressman Peter Deutsch represents the 20th 

Congressional District of Florida, and this district includes portions of Broward County, Dade County, and all of 

Monroe County. And Congressman Deutsch asked us to speak to you today because he's particularly concerned 

about the impact of the current quota on our constituents in Monroe County. 



Within Monroe County, there are approximately 100 boats that traditionally participate in this fishery, and so the 

decisions that you would reach today would impact at least 350 families who are employed within this fishery. 

To date, you've already begun to raise a lot of long range, long term issues about fisheries' management, but I think 

the reason that you are meeting today is to deal with this crisis, and Congress Deutsch is particularly concerned 

about the economic impact of the current quota closure during the holiday season on the constituents in our district 

to participate in the fishery. 

I know that you will be hearing from John Sanchez shortly who deals with the commercial fishermen in our district, 

and I believe he will present to you some fairly creative possibilities for a solution, and Congressman Deutsch would 

encourage you today to consider implementing an emergency rule of some sort, as opposed to the option you 

mentioned of doing nothing. 

I hope that you will consider the possibility of allocating some additional amount of king mackerel for the hook-and- 

line fishery this year. 
I 

Libby, do you have anything to add to that? 

Libby Mullin: No. I would just like to reiterate what Mark Brown said about socioeconomic impact on the fishing 

families. I think just to reiterate how important this is for the Congressman to address this immediately. We 

wouldn't want to see these people suffer, particularly this time of year, and of course the urgency of making this 

decision is clear I'm sure to all of the parties involved. And we really appreciate you hearing our concerns, and 

if we can answer any questions, we'd be happy to. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much, Mark and Libby. Any questions of these fine people? 

Andy Kemmerer: Could I comment? This is Andy Kemmerer again. I just want to make sure that they recognize 



that even if an emergency rule was voted on by the Council, it still requires review and approval by NMFS so it's 

something that's going to require bringing people in off leave and everything else. So it's a major undertaking. 

Certainly if the Council want to do that, we're willing to do that. We're talking about a time to get it through the 

system. 

Libby Mullin: I certainly understand the laborious nature of doing anything so unprecedented, and that's why 

we're stepping in, because we know how difficult it will be, but also how critical it is for the families. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much, Mark, and do we have any other questions? 

Corky Perret: Yes. Question. Somebody sneezed or coughed when Andy was talking. If indeed we took a 

favorable action today, what period of time will it take to open this thing back up? 

Andy Kemmerer: I would estimate we're talking about the last week in January. 

Corky Perret: To re-open? 

Andy Kemmerer: Sure. 

Corky Perret: Thank you. 

Julius Collins: Anybody else? Thank you very much, Mark and Libby. 

Mark Brown: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Julius Collins: Now we'll hear from the Florida Keys, ~ o h n  Sanchez, you on there? 



John Sanchez: Yes. Good Morning. This is John Sanchez. Can you hear me? 

Julius Collins: Yes, we hear you fine, John. You got your people ready? Tell us all about it. 

John Sanchez: Yes, I do. First off I'd like to thank the members of the Gulf Council and the National Marine 

Fishery Service for their expeditious response to this extraordinary circumstance, and I wish everybody happy 

holidays. 

We've had numerous discussions with several fishermen up and down the west coast, and it appears, as we all 

know, that the southwest region hook-and-line quota for king mackerel has been filled. And really the reason that 

I've heard for this is two-fold. Apparently, initially everybody thought a lot of it was attributed to abnormally warm 

weather, but rumor has come to us -- and again I can't impress upon you, some of this is not substantiated as just 

third person comments -- it appears that there were a lot of fishermen participating in this fishery that historically 

had not, and they were very effective at harvesting these fish. But thanks to the assistance of Mr. Mark Godcharles 

and Ed Little in our area, we were able to monitor this situation as it developed, and here we are today. 

I can't impress upon you enough how this closure will result in tremendous negative socioeconomic impact on the 

hook-and-line mackerel fishermen in Monroe County. We've got numerous discussions throughout this week, as 

you can imagine, to try to identify those affected. We've come up with roughly 100 fishing vessels involved, and 

they can have anywhere from one to five mates aboard, so the Congressman's staff was absolutely right, Mr. Mark 

Brown on behalf of Peter Deutsch, that roughly 350 fishing families involved. And, historically speaking, this is 

anywhere from 15 to 25 percent of their annual income, and, more importantly, during the months including the 

end of December and January and February, this is probably 90 to 95 percent of their income for these months. 

And the fishermen are not on salaries. If they are not fishing, they are not drawing a paycheck. 

Our organization today is strongly requesting an emergency allocation of 300,000 pounds to avoid tlus negative 



economic hardship n~n-~ar t ic i~a t ion  will result in, and in order to help address the problem, the fishermen here, 

we've had about 35 fishermen present in the room today, and took votes on several of our concerns here. It appears 

the majority here -- and by majority, I mean considerable majority -- would like to see 125 fish bag limit with the 

rationale coming from the average size of each fish is about 8 pounds, and 125 fish would give them about 1,000 

trip limit, and of course, we've equated a number of fish to it, so that it becomes enforceable. 

And there's a few spokesmen here that would like to address several other topics, and I'll be introducing them, and 

before that, I'd like to entertain any questions anyone might have. 

But in closing, I'd like to state that in the future, our organization is going to work closely with industry here to 

make some kind of recommendation of alternative proposals so we won't revisit this situation again. I understand 

it's extraordinary. I can't emphasize how much I appreciate this opportunity to address this. And we will have 

recommendations following from industry so that we can kind of nip this thing in the bud and never find ourselves 

in this situation again. 

If there are any questions, I'd like to entertain them right now. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much, John. (Mr. Chairman?) Of course, one thing I have to tell you about. 

We feel interested in recommendations from this gathering on the topic of providing allocation alternatives, but 

unless they pertain to this issue, I'd like to hold it for later on. Questions please? 

Corky Perret: John, you, your group, and Mark Godcharles monitored this thing closely. If you monitored it so 

closely, why are we considering this after the fact? This fishery is closed. If you monitored it closely, we should 

have known in October/November it was getting ready to happen. 

John Sanchez: Well, you see, this fishery, to my recollection, opened up November 1 and this happened in short 



order. In about two weeks, this quota was filled. You know how it is. The landing numbers don't come back to 

the state or the National Marine Fishery Service any quicker than just about that, and I think that's a big reason. 

Corky Perret: Somebody had to see what was happening. I was told earlier, I think Andy said the fishery opened 

in July, but it takes place primarily October, November, December. So if we were monitoring closely, we would 

have been advised of this one heck of a lot earlier 

My second question for you. The fishermen in the Keys obviously during this period of time must have been 

fishing for something else. Is that why they didn't move to the Panhandle to catch fish? I mean if people from the 

central Gulf move to the Panhandle, it seems like they could have moved unless they had some other fishing activity 

going on. 

John Sanchez: The typical fisherman in Monroe County is multi-species oriented, and they were in the process 

of harvesting their stone crab traps and their lobster traps, and you cannot leave those things unattended to make 

a lengthy journey to the Panhandle and target these fish. It's just not feasible. 

But I can emphasize, during the months of January and February and the end of December, this is their mainstay, 

and the stone crabbing and crawfishing has definitely tapered off, and this is what we're looking at, and this going 

to be a tremendous negative impact on us if we're not able to participate. 

Corky Perret: I can understand that, and I agree with the multi-species fishery, but keep in mind Louisiana 

fishermen, Mississippi, Alabama, they're the same way. They have to be in multi-species fisheries to survive also. 

Thank you. 

Julius Collins: Thank you, Corky. Anybody else? 



Hal Osburn: Mr. Chairman, this is Hal. I heard your concern that you'd like to delay discussions of future 

management options till later, but for me to make up my mind on this particular issue, I need some information 

about what we're gaining for the future by coming in here and making an emergency rule. And I heard Mr. 

Sanchez and I'll ask him to state that he thinks this is an extraordinary situation, but, ~bhn ,  would you not concur 

that once it's happened once you've got a group of fishermen that see they can come over into a subwne and take 

fish that they're going to do it again and that we will be back here facing this situation? And if you agree with that, 

I just want to hear a little more concretely how are we going to deal with this? How are we going to move forward 

to where this is just not a common occurrence instead of being extraordinary? 

John Sanchez: We could address this numerous ways. In all sincerity, for me to commit to some kind of thing 

today is kind of premature. We would have to go back to industry with the key people down here and get 

everybody involved, and go through the various management options, trip limits. Several things have to be 

considered, and I think we will have some kind of a proposal recommendation for the March New Orleans meeting 

to address this very issue. 

I mean right now, kind of all efforts have been focusing on this emergency situation, and we too -- I can't too 

strongly impress this upon you -- that we cannot revisit this situation. And industry will consider all topics and we 

will have some recommendations for you by March. 

Julius Collins: Anybody else? 

Ken Roberts: John, I have a comment. I think along the line of what Hal was saying, you mentioned trip limits. 

That simply means we're going to draw more lines. When you draw lines like you have a suballocation, the 

implication is that there is not going to be any movement into that area. That those lines convey those fish on those 

people that are within those line, and that's never going to work. I think that's something you've got to abandon 

in the long run. And I tell you, I strongly recommend because of the thing you said about fishermen in the Keys 



being involved in other species and not wanting to move, and then Mr. Perret talking about the multi-species people 

we have here. . . I think you've really got to come forward with looking at an ITQ system; otherwise, we're going 

to be drawing lines, and people are going to move with the implication when you draw a line that that suballocation 

is for those people in that line, and that's never going to work. I really strongly suggest you come forward with 

something a little more forward thinking in long range than daily trip limits. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much, Dr. Roberts. Anybody else? 

Karl Lessard: One other thing that John failed to point out about here in Monroe County: the kingfish hook-and- 

line fishery is basically a small boat fishery, from 25 to 34 foot. From Monroe County to Escambia is about 650 

miles. That is a pretty fair distance to travel for kingfish. Most of the fishermen that fish here in Monroe County 

are not the migratory fishermen where they follow the fish. They fish in their own backyard, and that's part of the 

reason why they did not travel to the Panhandle to fish these fish. Thank you. 

Julius Collins: Anybody else? 

Roy Williams: I just wanted to follow-up with what Ken Roberts said. I think his advice is very sage. We've 

had these kmds of problems in all of the mackerel fisheries in Florida, both king mackerel, Spanish mackerel, east 

coast, and west coast. 

Who gets the fish is determined by the fishing year itself. If you open the fishery on one date you give one group 

first access. If you open the fishery six months after that, or four months after that, or nine months after that, it 

gives another group access. 

I think Ken is right on track that ITQs are probably a very possible solution, or a good solution to this. I would 

like to see John and his people talk about this to consider the ITQ concept when they come forward with a 



recommendation. 

, 

Julius Collins: Let's go with the public testimony. John, do you have anybody else that wishes to say something 

or address the Council here? 

John Sanchez: Yes, I do. I have a few individuals that want to speak. I'm going to introduce them. We're going 

to try to do this as briefly as possible to expedite this process. Given the aforementioned meeting we had which 

included about 35 people, we have some votes, identified some key representatives from the industry here, and I'll 

be introducing them as we move along. 

First speaking is Mr. Peter Glading, long time hook-and-line fisherman from the Key West area. He will be 

representing the predominance of the hook-and-line fleet for Key West. 

Peter Glading: Yes. My name is Peter Glading. I represent most of the full time hook-and-line fishermen. This 

is about 20 to 25 percent of my income on these kingfish, and the reason we don't move, it is a long way to move 

with boats to go up to the Panhandle and fish. Traditionally, we've always had the fish here. We've had 300,000 

pounds landed here in Monroe County, and we wait for these fish to come, and this time of the year, this is 

basically what I do. 

Andy Kemmerer: Can I ask you one question, John? (Sure.) What is the average price per pound exvessel that 

you get for king mackerel on hook-and-line? 

John Sanchez: Peter will answer that. And in addition to Peter, I have a fish house ownerloperator here, Mr. 

Peter Bacle, who is on the agenda to speak, and he can address some of the pricing questions that anybody may 

have, but Peter can respond to that as well. Peter Glading. 



Peter Glading: My price varied last year from $1.40 to $1.75 a pound for the whole year. 

Roy Williams: I have a follow-up question for Peter. Peter, if the Council chooses to give you an emergency 

allocation, wouldn't you be better off in terms of price if it came towards February as opposed to earlier in January. 

Peter Glading: Yes, Roy, most definitely. February will be a better price for us, and as far as the traditional 

fishery here, either February or March, but the quota has always closed us down in December or January. At this 

time, the net fishery, which is represented here also, will be through catching that fish, and the fish will be much 

more valuable to us in February. 

Roy Williams: Follow-up question. Lent starts I think March 1. Can you wait that long to get them? I mean is 

that running too late? 

Peter Glading: That's a little close, Roy. If we have a warm winter, fish will start tapering out. Last year, we 

had fish bothering us in March while we were catching yellowtail. So the end of March, the second week in 

March, and the third week, the fish started disappearing and going back north as soon as the warm weather was 

coming back in. 

Roy Williams: If you could have any date for the 300,000 pounds to be given to you, if it is given to you, what 

date would you chose? 

Peter Glading: February 1.  

Roy Williams: February 1. All right. Thank you. 

John Sanchez: Next I'd like to introduce Billy Niles. Billy Niles is a representative of the net fishing fleet. He's 



going to speak on behalf of the hook-and-liners who have been his peers in this fishery for a decade. With that, 

I'll introduce Billy Niles. 

Billy Niles: Hello. I'm Billy Niles, commercial net fishemian, just trying to help these commercial hand line 

fishermen out. I am a member of an organized fishermen of Florida, I mean Monroe County association. 

What I wanted to bring to the attention of the Council is the fact that when you gave fish in 1993 to the east coast 

of Florida, at that time, them boys up the east coast said they had not harvested any fish out of that quota that year. 

In your paperwork here, they had 39,677, compared to the west coast of Florida at 24,372. 

The month of December, they had 379 on the west coast, and 313,700 on the east coast. 

In January, when they turned the nets loose, we had 899,600 in January, the east coast had 39,847, which is a total 

of 393,263. That was shut down in January 13 and reopened January the 18th, and that's when the 259,000 took 

effect. 

They landed 119,000 in the east coast in February. The west coast landed 16,463. In March, we landed 2,271 on 

the west coast and they landed 179,495 on the east coast. 

The reason I brought this out was to show that them boys did have fish landed when they asked for the allocation. 

Down here the most I can figure, would be maybe 10,500 have been landed in this area by the local charter 

fishermen which we have one of them sitting here at this table with us. 

Like John and the rest of them said, these boys do depend on this about 90 percent or better. At this time of year, 

their income comes from this kingfish. We really would appreciate anything you all could do to help us. Thank 

you all for taking the time out to do this for us. 



Julius Collins: Thank you very much. Are there any questions for Billy? If not, John, anybody else want to 

testify? 

John Sanchez: There are a few more statements, and I'll have them be brief. There's Mr. Ron Meyers 

representing the Hook-and-line Sector from the Middle Keys. Ron Meyers, go ahead. 

Ron Meyers: My name is Ron Meyers. I'm a commercial fisherman. I'm a part-time handline fisherman. I fish 

stone crab and crawfish, and during these winter months when the crawfish and stone crab have slowed down and 

I've brought some of my gear to the shoreline, these are the months during late December, January and February 

when I make about 10 to 15 percent of my income and depend very heavily on that income to make it through the 

winter. These fishermen down here have caught next to nothing before this fishery was closed, and historically, 

we've caught quite a bit of fish down here, up to 300,000 pounds. 

I really feel that we need to set some sort of geographical area for South Florida here who are people who are in 

dire need, maybe something like from Naples to the DadelMonroe County line. If you could grant these fish it 

would help us through this difficult time that we're having down here. I think in the future we need to address 

some alternative management methods and take a look at the full spectrum of management down here to keep this 

from ever happening again. Thank you very much. 

Julius Collins: Thank you, Ron. Any questions for Ron? If not, John who's next? 

John Sanchez: I just got a few more people here. Next we have Mr. Roberto Gonzales. He is a representative 

and spokesperson for the Hispanic hook-and-line sector of the fishery here and of the Key West area. With that 

I'll introduce Roberto. 

Roberto Gonzales: I'm Roberto Gonzales. I live in Key West. In this time of the year, 90 percent of our income 



is from kingfish. If we have a chance to go catch it's up to you guys to given us a chance. 

John Sanchez: Okay. I think Roberto's finished. Any questions for Roberto? 

I 

Julius Collins: Who's next? 

John Sanchez: Next we will hear from Mr. Peter Bacle, owner and operator of Stock Island Lobster. It's a fish 

house here in the Key West area. Peter? 

Peter Bacle: Thank you very much. We have at our fish house Stock Island Lobster Company probably about 40 

boats that participated in the fishery last year and in most years. Our annual production under these restricted 

quotas is normally in the 150,000 to 200,000 pounds range of hook-and-line fishing. As I said, it's very traditional 

fishery. In fact, it's probably our most traditional fishery probably going back even farther than the lobster in Key 

West. 
\ 

Last year I think was typical of most years in that the kingfish played a very large part in the income of the 

fishermen. I really shutter to think what would have happened last year to many of them without this kingfish 

allotment. We were coming off a poor market conditions in other fisheries, namely, lobster, and the kingfish last 

year literally saved many of the smaller boats and the marginal fishermen last year, and kept them in commercial 
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fishing. 

I think that this year the push is the same way. There's many boats that'are going to be literally out of business 

if they get shut completely out of this fishery down here. 

As far as, I heard questions about price in the market, we saw last year a very high price after the first of the year, 

after the hook-and-line fishery was shut off. I'm not one who believes that the price should have much effect on 



your decisions, and so I think that each fish is going to serve the same number of meals whether it's at 50 cents 

a pound or $5 a pound. And of course, low income people have just as much right to eat kingfish as anyone, 

however, if we are looking at a February fishery, we are going to be looking at the highest price of the year. And 

forty-some years of business, I have never seen it fail to be the time of the year when kingfish is at the all time 

highest. It's a traditional fish, and during Lent, the price of all fish is high and kingfish rises right along with it. 

So I think that the economic impact by giving us a February quota will be higher than it probably ever has been 

before. 

I believe that we've heard questions about what we can do to see that this doesn't happen again in the future. I 

would like to say that I believe that what we're seeing now is really an indication of the health of the stocks out 

there. I believe that they are much higher than anybody in the fishery management believes that they are. The 

fishermen here have seen the millions and millions of pounds that are at Key West at this time of the year. I think 

that the quotas have been very successful in raising the stocks back to traditional levels and I think that it's time for 

the Council to recognize this and give us some quotas that are much more realistic. In asking for an extra 300,000 
1 

pounds, we're asking like for 4 percent, less than 4 percent on the total allowance of kingfish. 

I believe that if we had a quota that was more realistic in regard to the stocks that are available out there, we'd be 

looking at a couple of million pounds for us to catch and then these issues of the Panhandle getting their share and 

Tampa getting their share and everyone else would become a moot point because there would be enough fish 

available for all. 

I really very much appreciate this special meeting today. I know that none of you had to do it and it certainly points 

out your willingness to work with us here in the industry, and we're very appreciative of it. Thank you very much, 

gentlemen. 

Ken Roberts: I have a question. Of the 40 boats that are working from your facility, between now and let's say 

the target date of February 1 if this would work out, what would these boats be doing? 



Peter Bacle: We've actually been asking ourselves that the last week or two. What we're going to do for some 

income down here. As you well know, so many of our fisheries are being shut off. It won't affect us this year 

on the mackerel, the Spanish mackerel fishery, but we're already asking ourselves what we're going to do next year 

with all of our conveyors and hoppers and processing equipment and all this kind of thing. 

So to answer your question, I don't know what we'll be doing for the next month. I'm sure fishermen are very 

resilient. They'll have to find something to pay their bills. It would certainly help a lot knowing that there's 

something to look forward to on February 1. 

Julius Collins: Any body else? 

Corky Perret: I had a question. Peter, I agree with what you said about the health of the stock. I think you're 

right. I think they are improving. I have had a number of calls this week from people at your part of the world 

telling me that they had the fish for Christmas and so on and so forth, and I can sympathize, I understand that. 
I 

Now you're the second one to testify that tells me that February would probably be a good time because of the 

price. I guess Dr. Roberts already asked what are these guys going to do between now and February. It was my 

impression they need to fish now or they're going under. I guess you guys are scratching your heads that you don't 

know what they're going to do between now and February. 

Peter Bacle: One of my fishermen told me once, he said, "Even a frog can live under a rock for 30 days without 

food." I'm sure the fishermen will make it some way to February 1. 

Julius Collins: Some of us in government can live under that rock a lot longer. 

(Laughter.) 



Andy Kemmerer: Mr. Bacle, one of the reasons I asked a question about the price doesn't deal with concern about 

whether or not wealthy or low income people can afford the fish. But rather the pragmatic issue is if this thing goes 

through, we have to do an economic impact analysis so that's the reason I'm asking for the price, and what I need 

is just an average price, exvessel price that you would anticipate paying during that period of time. And I realize 

that's kind of a number out of the air, but that would be very helpful. 

Peter Bacle: I think last year was very typical of what happens when quotas shut off a fishery in that the price of 

kingfish probably went abnormally high last February and March when the price was actually over $2 a pound many 

of the fishermen received for their produd in those months. I don't think it would be quite that high with this quota 

available as well as the east coast is still fishing. Nevertheless, I think that we could expect the price to the 

fishermen of probably at least $1.50 a pound, in that range. Between $1.50 and $2.00. Depending on market 

conditions and weather. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much. John, do you have anybody else? 
i 

John Sanchez: Yes. Just two more speakers and then I'll just say a little something in closing. Next we're going 

to hear from Billy Wickers. He's the head of the Key West Charter Boat Association. Mr. Wickers? 

Billy Wickers: I want to thank you for letting us talk here today. Just wanted to point out a lot has been said, but 

this is a hlstoric fishery. We've been fishing this every since. . . As a matter of fact, I can't remember when we 

haven't fished this fishery. 

The impact of this closure is being felt by all segments of this fishery, including the hand liners, the net fishermen 

and the charter boats. Net fishermen allocation I know is still open, but I just wanted to point out that there are 

three major segments here that we all share under this fishery here. 



The quota is, in our estimation, too low. There's more fish off of this island than I've seen in the last 13 to 14 

years. We've seen that the number of years now year after year, and it just seems like the fishery keeps expanding, 

but the quotas are not keeping up with the rate the fish increases. 

One thing I did want to point out is last year that the recreational quota was not filled and it wasn't filled the year 

before. There was a 71 percent of the fishery was caught last year, so you had a 29 percent shortfall there, so if 

you allocate some of that recreational fishery toward the commercial fishermen, it will not have an impact 

whatsoever on the overall quota because there is room there for transfer. 

I just wanted to go on record that we do, as a charter association, support the Monroe County commercial fishermen 

and its request. And I again want to thank you for having this meeting today. I know it puts you all in a real spot, 

and wish you all a merry Christmas. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much, Billy. Any questions for Billy? John? 

John Sanchez: Okay. We have one more speaker. Mr. Dan Kay from Sebastian. We had a vote earlier this 

morning, and he's going to represent a minority opinion. Mr. Dan Kay. 

Dan Kay: Hello. I fish kingfish seven months a year, and I come down to the Keys when the northern zone was 

filled. The 300,000, I really appreciate this. With 100 boats working on it, we'll probably fill the quota at 1,000 

pound, 125 head a day limit in 3 days to 10 days. I would really like to see it extended out for maybe a month or 

as long as possible. I suggest if you had a day to work on the east coast. The fish is worth more and it extends 

the fishing time for more than one week or two week paycheck. 

John Sanchez: Dan, are you through? 



Dan Kay: Yes. I have one more thing to say. Until you do away with the unlimited catch here for the Gulf 

fisheries, we'll keep on having this problem. We've got to do away with the unlimited catches. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much, Dan. Any questions for Dan? If not, John. . . 

John Sanchez: Okay. I'll just wrap things up, and we'll be done. A few points were brought up to me while the 

other individuals of the public were speaking. 

Somebody brought up a point that a lot of these fishermen in different areas of Florida that travel vast distances to 

fish these fish are fishing in small boats as opposed to pwple in the Keys. A lot of them put their boats on a trailer 

and follow the fish. That's not a viable option for the vessels we use here. 

Number two, interesting point brought out by Mr. Joe Powers, and the question I have is if the overfishing threshold 

is reduced now to SPR 20 percent, are these fish even perceived as overfished right now? That is a question for 

Mr. Powers. 

*Julius Collins: Joe, you can answer that? 

Joe Powers: We have to do the assessment, but my expectation is no, they will not be classified as overfished. 

John Sanchez: Thank you, sir. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much, John. 

John Sanchez: Everybody here has had an opportunity to speak. There are about 35 pwple present in this room. 

I will be faxing the sign in sheet to the Gulf Council so you could have a record of who all contributed to this public 



testimony process here in the Florida Keys. Thank you. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much, John. 

Andy Kemmerer: This is Andy. Just to point out one thing that Joe mentioned. The Council still would have 

to adopt 20 percent as the overfishing level, so it's going to be a recommendation as I understand from Joe Powers, 

and the Council still would have to accept that. 

Julius Collins: Understood. Okay, next we move to Tampalst. Petersburg area. 

Corky Perret: Julius. Can I ask Andy a question? 

Julius Collins: Go ahead. 

I 

Corky PerretIAndy Kemmerer: Or Joe one. The last speaker was talking about a 3 to 10 day fishery. Is that 

accurate in terms of catching the whole 300,000 pounds allocated? 

Julius Collins: I wonder who would answer that? Andy? Or maybe John Sanchez could answer that. 

John Sanchez: I looked around the room and there's a few individuals here shaking their head in a no fashion, 

so that is definitely one individual's opinion, and as I mentioned earlier, it would be a minority opinion given the 

discussions we've had here since 8 o'clock this morning with roughly 30 individuals present in the room. 

Corky Perret: I have a question. 

Julius Collins: Yes, Corky. 



Corky Perret: We have a minority opinion that states that if you got the 300,000 pounds, it would probably be 

filled in 10 days or something of that order. We have a fishery that all of a sudden, and the testimony varies, if 

I'm not mistaken, open in July, we're in December, and all of a sudden it shut down, and we're in this so-called 

emergency. What's to insure that we have a monitoring program that's going to tell us in 2 days, 5 days, 10 days, 

if we reopen that you have taken it or are we going to be going for a month or two before we even know what's 

taken. Andy, can you answer that? 

Andy Kemmerer: We've been monitoring the Florida Keys for quite a while in conjunction with the state. 

Corky Perret: What about the Panhandle? We didn't know what we got until the last minute I'm told earlier. 

Andy Kemmerer: Traditionally, that fishery closes in the Keys, so traditionally, we are set up to operate and 

monitor that fishery closely in the Keys with daily contact to all dealers, so that's a pretty efficient system once the 

fish get down there. 

Corky Perret: Well I suggest in the future we better get a better system in the Panhandle. 

Andy Kemmerer: You're probably absolutely right. One out of 10 years, I guess that's what we're talking about, 

Corky. 

Corky Perret: Thank you. 

Julius Collins: All right. Let's go on. Tampalst. Pete. Mr.. Kimmel. 

Joe Kimmel: We have one. There's a public here. 



Julius Collins: Well does he want to testify. 

Joe Kimmel: I have a blue card in front of me 'from a Mr. Tom Murray, so I'll turn it over to him; 

Tom Murray: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the Council and Dr. Kemmerer. I'm here today 

representing the Seafood Consumers and Producers Association of Tampa, principally wholesalers and secondary 

wholesalers of fresh Florida seafood, including the bulk of the kingfish which are handled by the people in Key 

West and Marathon area. It's on their behalf as secondary wholesalers that I'd like to support the Monroe County 

Commercial Fishermen's request and to point out the economic benefits from these fish will to go far beyond 

Monroe County. We have large wholesalers who are involved in this market traditionally, and frankly, when I gave 

them the news the other day that they fish may not be available, they were devastated. It is a traditional seasonal 

market for them. They already have inquiries for this high quality hook-and-line fish, just as they have, as Mr. 

Bacle pointed out, for decades. They've asked me to come today and re-emphasize the importance of this product 

in their marketing, and also to support the MCCF proposal. 

With respect to some of the testimony previously from Mr. Taylor of Cortez and the indication that the Tampa area 

may want a subquota, I would like to convey the feeling of the Cortez fishermen that the members and sponsors 

of SCPA is that this is a Keys' fishery. This has never been a central west coast fishery, and in this day and age, 

our fishermen strongly support the stability which the Keys' fishermen are looking for. 

It's not a traditional fishery here as Dr. Kemmerer correctly pointed out. I believe Mr. Taylor was looking for a 

net fishery for kingfish at the Gulf Council meetings which we also attended. 

It's a Keys' fishery and we need to understand that. That's the view of SCPA. 

With respect, one more point on economic impact, year's ago, I was involved in processing loans on fish boats in 
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south Florida through the Production Credit Association, and I can confirm the importance of the king mackerel 

hook-and-line fishery to making those monthly payments during a very slow part of the year. These boats do have 

monthly payments. Typically, we would finance them for interest only January, February, March. So the risk is 

very real to these individuals, and I think given the position that's been pointed out by Joe Powers and others, that 

perhaps there's room for additional flexibility in the TAC, that we should bend over as far backwards as we can 

to make these exceptions, and then work together in the next year in re-developing this plan perhaps. 

But that's for later. Now the issue is the additional allocation. We strongly support it and really appreciate your 

help on it. 

Julius Collins: Thank you very much, Tom. Any questions for Tom? 

Philip Horn: Yes. This is Philip Horn again. Tom, as opposed to the two opinions about the trip limit, 125 head 

opposed to 50 head, you're representing dealers and secondary dealers, what is your opinion on that? 
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Tom Murray: My support would be with the MCCF position. It starts at the water, as you know Philip Horn, 

and if that's what the fishermen feel is workable, we believe there'll be continued high quality fish at reasonable 

volumes, so this will only enhance the value which is after all what the wholesalers after. We support the MCCF 

trip limit proposal. 

Philip Horn: Thank you. 

Julius Collins: Does anybody else have any questions for Tom? 

Corky Perret: I have a question for Andy I guess. 



Julius Collins: Go ahead, Corky. 

Corky Perret: While I'm on this phone, I had a call from a Louisiana dealer representing Grand Isle fishing 

industry and wants to know why they can't talk. Can he call in? 

Julius Collins: I guess he can. 

Wayne Swingle: If Mr. Perret can give me that number, I can see if my secretary can get him looped into it at 

the tail end of this. I have no idea because I've never set up a conference call. 

Corky Perret: They called me here also. 

Julius Collins: What did they convey to you, Corky? 
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Corky Perret: They want some fish, too. Their guys can't fish for Christmas. They've been shut down. They 

had to live within a quota. They have economic problems. 

Julius Collins: All right. What was his name? 

Corky Perret: S. J. Estay 

Julius Collins: All right. . . 

Corky Perret: I'll see if I can get him on another line and get you that number, and perhaps you all can hook him 

up later. 



Julius Collins: We'll proceed by the end of the public testimony you try to give us his name. . . 

Corky Perret: Thank you. 

Julius Collins: Anybody else there, Joe? 

Joe Kimmel: Let me make a couple of comments. We have had a number of telephone calls also. We also have 

some letters from Mr. Estay, for example, and I think a copy of that has gone to the Council. The general 

comment from the east coast of Florida was they are concerned about the additional allocation feeling that should 

not be made since the west coast fishermen did indeed have a chance to set trip limits previously and did not during 

this period. 

Do you have some other public telephone calls you might want to mention, Joe? 

Joe Kimmel: Over the last day or two, I received four or five calls from people from the Grand Isle area, and 

basically what they were saying was that they supported any sort of an extension to the fishery. They wanted an 

allocation, and they were interested in participating in that fishery themselves up in their area. 

They also mentioned that they were curious about a different sort of permanent system where fishermen would be 

permitted to fish only in the western Gulf and also permits separate from the eastern Gulf. We just had two or three 

different points of view in terms of how we could operate that fishery. 

Mr. Estay was one of the people that called. I also received calls from Louis Anderson, Carl Robeson, and Mr. 

Redenour. That's all we have here. 

Wayne Swingle: Let me add one to that. Lee Tompkins did call earlier. Of course, he represents the east coast, 



but his primary concern was that we not suballocate any of the northern area allocation in considering this 

emergency rule. He was concerned that, or at least there was a rumor going around that we might take away part 

of the northern area quota from the east coast and sub-divide this. 

Julius Collins: All right. Anybody else have any telephone calls they wish to reveal? If not, I believe that ends 

our testimony, Tampa. 

Julius Collins: All right. Now we move on to Panama City area. Douglas De Vries, are you there? 

Douglas De Vries: Yes. We have no members of the public have shown up here this morning. 

Julius Collins: Then you have nobody to testify then? 

Douglas De Vries: No. No one showed up. There's no one to testify. 

Julius Collins: All right then. That concludes the testimony unless Corky can get that guy on the telephone so we 

can hear from him. 

Corky Perret: We're trying. We're trying. 

Julius Collins: Anybody wish to discuss anything, make motions? This is the time to do it. 

Kenneth Roberts: Mr. Chairman, I have a question if I could. I don't know if Andy or Joe or Wayne could 

answer it. Some of the testimonies in the Keys indicated that the recreational harvest had not been taken to the full 

quota for the last two years. Could someone tell me what that shortfall is? 



Andy Kemmerer: My records, just looking at it here, indicate that recreational in '93-'94, that fishing year, was 

87 percent of it was taken. In '92-'93, 108 percent was taken. 

Kenneth Roberts: So what we heard from the Keys was simply selecting one of the years. It doesn't happen that 

way every year that there's a shortfall. Is that correct? 

Mark Godcharles: There's been some pretty significant over-runs, but that's for the total of both eastern and 

western zone fish. 

Kenneth Roberts: Andy, how much does the 13 percent shortfall amount to entirely? 

Andy Kemmerer: We're trying to get that out. It'll take me a couple of minutes. 

Kenneth Roberts: Fine. That was my only question. 
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Andy Kemmerer: The catch was 404.6 million and the allocation was 5.3, so that's. . . 

Kenneth Roberts: How much? Pardon me? 

Mr. Vernon Minton: Two hundred thousand pounds? 

Andy Kemmerer: Seven hundred thousand. 

Don Perkins: Julius, this is Don Perkins. Can I say something? 

Julius Collins: Yeah, Don. Go ahead. 



Don Perkins: A question to Andy. Andy, is one of the reasons that that recreational quota not taken because of 

the low bag on it? If you increased the bag limit, wouldn't a correct version of total be taken immediately? 

Andy Kemmerer: Well I'm sure it would. 

Don Perkins: I don't want to get into a situation saying that these people are not out there fishing. It's just that 

those people are not being allowed to catch the fish. 

Andy Kemmerer: I don't think that's the issue, Don, because there have been significant overruns in the past and 

so we're kind of bouncing around the allocation now and doing a pretty good job. So. I suspect that one year it's 

going to be a little over, and one year it's going to be a little under. Right now, it seems likes it's pretty well fine 

tuned at the two fish bag level. 

Wayne Swingle: Actually, the recreational sector took more than their quota every year but that one year. 

Julius Collins: Does that answer everybody's questions? 

Vernon Minton: Julius, this is Vernon. Can I ask Andy a question? Andy, is this from the recreational data? 

(I'm sorry.) Is this data that you're talking about Marine Recreational Fishery Survey? (Yes.) How good is that 

data in that specific area? In other words, what are the standard errors on that data down there? 

Andy Kemmerer: Well I think overall, when you say down there, I'm talking about the total allocation or the total 

fishery and how that's allocated, and we don't separate the recreational into a western group and eastern group. 

So I can't really tell you, and I don't have the confidence limits, but. . . On some of the fisheries, generally, we're 

running around 20 percent plus or minus, thereabouts. We doubled our sampling intensity two years ago. 



Julius Collins: Any other Council discussions? 

Tom Van Devender: Mr. Chairman? (Yes, sir.) This is Tom Van Devender from the Mississippi Department 

of Marine Resources. Just to let you know that our new executive director Mr. Glade Woods had to leave this 

conference call during the public testimony so I'm now sitting in as his designee. 

Julius Collins: Glad to have you, Tom. 

Karl Lessard: I'd like to make a motion that we allow an additional allotment of 300,000 pounds effective 

February 1 with 125 bag vessel limit which I think would be a debatable item. And the rationale I would like to 

offer to support this is historically Monroe County has produced 20 to 25 percent of Florida's dockside landings. 

The kingfish catch is number six in value for Monroe County, 26 percent of the total harvest for the state. Non-reef 

fish make up 42 percent of the commercial value of fish here in Monroe County, and with the difference on the 

recreational quota in '92 and '93 at 700,000 pounds, and what Dr. Powers said on the effective additional 300,000 

pounds having a marginal affect on our restoration target, I think this would be justified. Thank you. 

Julius Collins: We need a second. 

Philip Horn: I'll second it. 

Julius Collins: Who's this? 

Philip Horn: Philip. 

Julius Collins: All right, Philip Horn. has provided a second. We need some discussion. Does anybody else 

want to say anything? 



Corky Perret: I have a substitute motion. 

Julius Collins: All right. Tell us your substitute motion. 

Corky Perret: I would like to substitute with 150,000 pounds for the east zone and 150,000 pounds for the 

west zone, and we'll go with the same daily bag and so on. That's my substitute. 

Julius Collins: Substitute motion. I need a second. 

Hal Osburn: I'd like to have it explained a little bit more. I don't think I understand. 

-- 

Julius Collins: All right, Hal. Corky, explain your motion to Hal. 

Corky Perret: The commercial king mackerel fishermen in the western Gulf have been shut down. The fish are 

available. They've got just as much problems paying notes, making bills, and so on. The allocation for the east 

Gulf hook-and-line was 432,000, I think it is. The original motion proposes to give them an additional 300,000 

pounds. If my math is basically right, that's approximately 70 percent more. The whole commercial allocation for 

the west Gulf is 700 and something thousand pounds, so 150,000 pounds for each, spread it around the whole Gulf 

I think would help everybody for the same reasons we heard. 

Julius Collins: We're still waiting for the second for your motion, Corky. 

Corky Perret: I realize that. 

Kenneth Roberts: I'll second it for discussion purposes. 



Julius Collins: All right, Ken Roberts, seconded the motion. 

Philip Horn: I have a question. Corky, I'm not opposed to your motion. What kind of information do we have 

on availability of those fish in the western Gulf area during this time of year? I mean I know there's been 

discussion about moving our opening from July to September. I'm not that familiar as to what goes on after the 

first of the year, so explain what you know about it. 

Corky Perret: Okay. In the earlier years when this fishery really developed off the central Gulf, the fishery on 

these large fish was a big concern with many people. We are catching all the spawners and all this sort of stuff, 

and the fishery occurred in December, January, February fishery, as I recall, was a tremendous fishery. There 

were a number of fish available and the people that had been calling me tell me there are fish available. Also, I 

am told that when the western Gulf fishery was opened, many of the fishermen had to move because thefish were 

simply not available in the historical area. So it's a very similar thing. The fish were caught off the Panhandle. 

They didn't get to the Keys. The guys off Grand Isle had to move to follow fish to catch fish, so I don't see a 
I 

whole lot of difference. 

Philip Horn: Thank you. 

Man: Corky, you say those fishermen from Louisiana go over to the Keys and down to Florida? 

Corky Perret: No, that's not what I'm saying. I'm saying they could not catch the fish off of Grand Isle, that they 

had to move to other areas of the Gulf, other areas off Louisiana, but they still had to move. Which is what we're 

hearing for different areas of Florida. 

Roy Williams: Corky, you're making a motion to give them 150,000 pounds over and above the 770,000 they 

already harvested, correct? 



Corky Perret: That's correct. And also to give an over and above the 400,000 or whatever they harvested in 

Florida and give them another 150,000. 

Roy Williams: I would just point out I'm speaking against your substitute motion. I would just point out that this 

is very different from the Keys situation because the Keys hook-and-line fishermen have not had any access at all 

this year to king mackerel. The fishermen off Louisiana have had a chance, have had income from 770,000 pounds 

that they took there plus whatever amount they took off of the Panhandle of Florida. I'm going to support the 

original motion. 

Julius Collins: Anybody else? If not, then we'll go for a vote on Corky's substitute motion and I believe we'll 

need a roll call vote. Is that right, Wayne? 

Wayne Swingle: It would be much easier under this circumstance. 

Julius Collins: At Andy's recommendation, we'll let Andy vote last. 

Wayne Swingle: And I take it both of these motions are for emergency action. That wasn't stated. 

Julius Collins: That's what I figured anyway. Anybody else have another opinion about that? All right, roll call 

vote on motion. 

Wayne Swingle: Dr. Fisher? (No), Mr. Horn. (Yes), Dr. Kemrnerer. 

Julius Collins: He's last. 

Wayne Swingle: Oh, okay. He's last. Mr. Lessard (No), Mr. Minton (No), Mr. Osburn (No), Mr. Williams, 
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(No), Mr. Nix (No), Mr. Perkins (No), Mr. Perret (Yes), Dr. Robert (Yes), Dr. Shipp (No), Mr. Wallin (No), 

and Mr. Van Devender (Yes), Mr. Collins (Yes), Dr. Kemmerer. 

Andy Kemmerer: No, but I admire Corky for trying. 

Julius Collins: On the main motion then, roll call vote again, and, Andy, what's it look like? 

Wayne Swingle: Dr. Fisher (Yes), Mr. Horn (Yes), Mr. King. Oh, I'm sorry, he's absent. Mr. Lessard (Yes), 

Mr. Minton (Yes), Mr. Osburn (Yes), Mr. Williams (Yes), Mr. Nix (Yes), Mr. Perkins (Yes), Mr. Perret (No), 

No, okay. Dr. Roberts (Yes), Dr. Shipp (Yes), Mr. Wallin (Yes), Mr. Van Devender (Yes), Mr. Collins (Yes), 

and Dr. Kemmerer. 

Andy Kemmerer: Because there has been a negative vote already, I'm going to. . . And since the flexibility of 

the secretary is ensured, I am going to vote yes. 

Wayne Swingle: Okay. 

Julius Collins: That concludes with business. Any other business? 

Corky Perret: Yes. Would you have staff draft a minority report for me? 

Julius Collins: That was the next item we were going to do, Corky. A minority report referred to the staff 

whoever wants a report and he'll help you with it. 

Wayne Swingle: Please identify yourselves. 



Corky Perret: And also Wayne Estay advises he's already racked the position and he would like to receive a copy 

of the minutes for the record. 

Julius Collins: All right. For the record. Corky Perret wants a minority report. Does anybody else need one? 

Wayne Swingle: No. But Roy indicated he has one other thing he wants to talk about when that's over. 

Julius Collins: All right. Then after that we'll probably go home. 

Andy Kemmerer: And I have one thing, Mr. Chairman. 

Julius Collins: All right. Roy and then Andy. 

Roy Williams: Julius, what would be your plan for addressing this problem, a permanent solution to this problem? 

And the reason I ask that is that it looks like to me that we need to have a permanent fix in place by mid-summer. 

I almost think that the July meeting is too late in order to have something in place by the time that Panhandle 

Fishery starts in the fall, we really need to have a final decision in May according to the implementation schedule, 

you know, even waving the 30 day cooling off period. In 110 days from July, midJuly when we meet is just not 

going to be enough time to solve this. So just as a comment to you I guess, it looks to me like we probably ought 

to consider having the Mackerel Committee meet before March. 

Julius Collins: My intent was to have that discussion at the March meeting. If it's too late to have it at the January 

meeting. 

(Several talking at once.) 



Wayne Swingle: If you go beyond what you can do under the TAC procedure which is basically setting trip limits 

and setting subareas and all of that, then it'll take a plan amendment, then in that case, you have to go to public 

hearing, so it's nothing you can implement by the opening of the season in July, unless you can cure it, by making 

the changes within the TAC procedure. 

Roy Williams: No. I was thinking of trying to solve it by October. That's when that Panhandle Fishery is going 

to start up again, and presumably they'll do the same thing next year if they are allowed to. But I had forgotten 

that there are some TAC procedures that are available to us, so perhaps we can solve it through that procedure. 

Corky Perret: I have a comment. Corky. Obviously, this is going forward and they're going to get 300,000 

pounds down there. Let's improve our monitoring system to make sure we don't have any overage or anything like 

that to lose. 

Julius Collins: Andy, could you assure Corky that you will give it your full attention. 

Andy Kemmerer: If he can keep all the Louisiana fishermen at home, I'd be glad to. 

(Laughter. ) 

Kenneth Roberts: I want to follow up on that a bit. Andy, I know you said it was a once in 10 year event, but 

I'm not so sure it is that. It may be a signal that people are finding the ability to fish both in Louisiana and off the 

Panhandle, and if that is the case, I think we really need to look at the system of monitoring the Panhandle very, 

very closely. This may be a result of economic forces more than it is a random event. 

Andy Kemmerer: I understand that. I'm not sure what could have been done even if we had known in advance. 

We're going to have to set up a procedure someplace in our plans that allow that to be closed quickly, and so I think 



we've got a plan amendment to make if indeed we're going to do it that way. Because, again, let me remind you 

it takes something like 30 days or more to get an emergency rule through the system. That's a reality of what we're 

dealing with. To assume that we can monitor that and then close the fishery accordingly, not knowing what's going 

to happen, is I think a. . . And not having any Council guidance on that issue, I think what we're looking at is a 

plan amendment. 

Julius Collins: Anybody else has anything to say? 

Andy Kemmerer: I do have something to say. 

Julius Collins: All right. Go ahead, Andy. 

Andy Kemmerer: Put on the record, Wayne, I think it would be a good idea to identify those sources of the 

notification that went out on the conference call. 

Wayne Swingle: Okay. Well, there were at least three, I guess, news releases published in the Keys area. We 

notified, I guess, the daily morning and afternoon newspapers in the Tampalst. Pete area and faxed it to some 

industry ;epresentatives and in the Panama City area, it was published in the paper there. 

Julius Collins: Anybody else? 

Philip Horn: Yes. This is Philip Horn. Andy, this is a question on the emergency time frame. Hadn't we done 

some emergency actions much quicker than 30 days in the past? 

Andy Kemmerer: Yes. We have done one. I think it took 2 weeks, but that's highly unusual, and I think our 

chances of getting something through now with the concerns and some of the things that have happened, particularly 



off the New England area, I think it's going to be a bit slower, so I'm, from a very practical stand point, I think 

we're talking about 30 days still. Even that's fairly fast for emergency rule. 

Philip Horn: Thank you. 

Julius Collins: Anybody else? 

Kenneth Roberts: I think we need to take a moment and congratulate the people who prepared their testimony and 

participated in this remote Council meeting because I thought they were very concise, very clear in what they 

needed, and had good documentation. I think a lot of thanks goes to them I think in helping us make a decision 

today, and I want to complement them. 

Julius Collins: I also want to complement everybody and I want to thank everybody and wish everybody a merry 

Christmas. Thanks for participating. 

Tom Murray: John Sanchez? (Yes, sir.) Could you give me a call when this is over. 



John Sanchez: I couldn't understand that. 

Tom Murray Okay. We'll call you up. 

Julius Collins: It's adjourned. 

(Applause and goodbyes.) 

F g n a  t u r  e Date 


